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8:30 – 9:30 Session 1 — Actionable Insights From the ABHE Barna Market Research

Presenter: Jeremy Lord, ABHE Sr. Fellow, Principal/Owner Emeritus, J. M. Lord & Assoc.
Overview: The landmark market research by the Barna group is done; now what? What are the 
actionable steps that smart institutions should consider and execute? Learn from a sage educational 
market leader how you can best profit from this important research. 
• What are the most salient research findings
• Understand the balance between market pressures and institution mission
• Explore the most vital follow up actions every institution should consider
• Avoid the worst mistakes an institution can make with this research
• Seize the best opportunities an institution should consider

9:30 – 10:00 Q & A Discussion
10:00 – 10:30 Refreshment Break

10:30 – 11:30 Session 2 —Developing Digital Marketing Success –  
   Without Becoming a Digital Expert

Presenter: Steve Wolgemuth, CEO of YDOP
Overview: Nearly every savvy leader today recognizes how crucial it is for their organization to 
have an influential and ubiquitous web presence, but few feel confident to lead these efforts. As a 
result, many colleges struggle to keep up, while their enrollment and development efforts suffer. Learn 
how to advance your preparedness and lead your school’s digital initiatives.  
• Understanding the golden thread to increased enrollment
• Updating your strategy to align with the class of 2023
• Assembling a winning digital marketing team
• Vanity spending vs. leveraged marketing investments
• Measuring what matters

11:30 – 12:00 Q & A Discussion
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch on your own

1:00 – 2:00 Session 3 — Leading the New Educational Enterprise
Presenter: John Zeswitz, Vice President, Lancaster Bible College | Capital Seminary & Grad School
Overview: Growing institutions are realizing (painfully) that the academy has left the building. It’s 
now present in a new reality that spans states, provinces, even continents. How does an institution 
adapt to this new environment? Learn from one leader who’s embraced this journey and is carefully 
analyzing the implications and seizing the opportunities.
• Discover some of the surprising features of a multi-site educational enterprise
• Explore the management challenges of this new reality
• Consider the re-alignment of leadership, roles and assets
• Review the infrastructure and systems vital for sustainability
• Confirm the principles vital to protect against mission drift

2:00 – 2:30 Q & A Discussion
2:30 – 3:00 Refreshment Break

3:00 – 4:00 Session 4 — A Crisis is a Terrible Thing to Waste
Presenter: Mark Maxwell, President, Prairie College, Alberta, CA
Overview: While never preferred or planned, sometimes a president is inexorably faced with the 
challenges of institutional crisis.  From the journey of one president, consider these valuable lessons 
from the valley of presidential leadership.
Learn the key lessons
• God has not failed, we usually invent our own demise
• God is our great defender, look to Him
• Plan for Recovery
• Define your reality – the facts are your friends
• Determine your priorities – harmony & transparency to build confidence & character
• Describe your team – competence, character, and chemistry
• Deploy your resources for efficiency & productivity

4:00 – 4:30 Q & A Discussion
6:30 –   Dinner & Fellowship – Connections Dinner in Ballroom C-D


